
XplorNow’s powerful 3D walkthrough experience captures the 
attention of any  prospective  cruise guest right where they start 
their search - online.

According to a study commissioned by Google, 74% of all leisure 
travelers consider the internet as the most important source for 
travel planning. 

XplorNow utilizes the latest Matterport 3D technology, 
which is the only way to let potential guests and event 
planners fully understand the layout and ambience of your 
cruise ship, suites, and amenities, as if they were really there 
- no questions asked.

“
”

We know that quality photography drives bookings,

and now we’re taking that philosophy a step further to

provide a fully immersive booking experience.
— Eric Breon, CEO of Vacasa

Increase Bookings and Engage Guests
Bring Your Cruise Line to Life Online

Lobby of the St. Regis Resort
Punta Mita, Mexico

W Hel Extreme WOW Suite 
New York City, NY

Four Seasons Ty Warner Penthouse
New York City, NY

Hire        to scan your 
property today!



Impress online visitors with these exciting features

3D Walkthrough
Give your online visitors  an 
immersive  experience which 
gets them excited to book with 
you.

Mattertag™ Content
XplorNow includes 
annotations and embedding 
of rich media directly in your 
3D Space to highlight key 
features of your cruise ship.

Easy Sharing
Our 3D Showcases are hosted 
at a simple URL so you and 
your passengers can share 
them everywhere!

Why Matterport Works for Cruise Lines
Easy to Navigate:
Empower your online visitors 
to explore your cruise ship as 
if they were already on board

Easy to Share:
Engage online visitors and cruise 
planners online and in social 
media

Easy to Stand Out:
Increase web engagement 
by up to 4.5X!

Matterport customers report they 
receive 95% more calls and 65% more 

emails 
about properties featured online

with a Matterport 3D tour.
- REA Group

Delight your guests before they book
Guests and cruise planners conduct a huge amount of research online before they make a 
decision to book.  XplorNow 3D walkthroughs give your guests the most realistic and 
engaging experience of your cruise ship, suites, and amenities right when they want it 
most.

Hire to scan 
your property today!
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